IFGL Refractories Limited is committed to:-

► The Safety of its employees and the people associated with it including those living in its neighbourhood.
► Providing there sources to make safety programme work, demanding accountability for safety, establishing safety goals and pursue the safety efforts in a sustained and consistent way.
► Consider all its employees as primary asset and attaches utmost importance to their safety, health and welfare.

With these objectives in view, the following guidelines are set-forth:

► Safety is the every day job.
► All accidents are preventable that we firmly believe.
► Imparting education, propaganda and training to create safety consciousness and to work safely shall form key elements of our safety programme.
► Collective efforts shall be made to enhance safety through participation in safety committees and forums.
► To give safety and hazard free operation, foremost consideration in planning, designing and adopting any process or system with a view to minimize safety and health hazard.
► To select and deploy plant and machinery which are safe and offer minimum hazard in all areas of its operation in the factory.
► All employees are responsible and accountable for maintaining laid down safety standards/guidelines.
► Comprehensive audits of the safety performance shall form an essential part of our safety programme.
► Continuous improvement in safety performance is necessary for our success.
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